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his is a continuing project to deal with worldwide a r (avis de réception, acknowledgment
of receipt, return receipt, advice of delivery, and dozens of other terms). This is a postal
service wherein the sender of letter (usually registered) may request a document signed

by the recipient, acknowledging receipt of the letter. It is fairly obscure in some countries, and
very well known in others.

This part (referred to as the book) is a general description of the service, variants, and ex-
tensions. This is elaborated by numerous illustrations. Currently, it deals only with the
g p u/u pu-period (1875 on), and almost exclusively with international mail. There are future
plans to discuss pre-u pu a r service, both domestic and international.

It soon becomes clear that although there were conventions in place concerning a r service,
every jurisdiction did its own thing. For example, prior to 1 June 1892 (when the Treaty of
Vienna became effective), payment of the a r fee could either be on the registered letter, or
on the a r form that was to be signed by the recipient and eventually returned to the sender.
Many other aspects (such as whether the forms were themselves to be returned as registered
matter) also were up to individual postal services. For that reason, there is no uniformity in
the treatment of a r service.

This motivates a country-by-country study, which will be in separate pdfs. They will appear
as exhibits, although with more description than is usual for that format.

This is version 1.0. I solicit comments, suggestions, contributions, corrections, and every-
thing else. There will be periodic updates. Other typographical features (such as an index) will
be added in the future.

David Handelman
rochelle2@sympatico.ca

April 2019
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Definitions and introduction

A
vis de réception (abbreviated a r throughout) is the official (u pu) term for the postal
service informing the sender of a letter or package of its receipt by means of a form (or
card) signed by either the recipient or the postal clerk at the destination post office. It is

frequently used in legal settings. It goes under various names (see the table on p 6); in English,
the usual terms are return receipt (u s), acknowledgment of receipt (Canada), advice of delivery (uk and
many Commonwealth countries), acknowledgment due (Indian subcontinent).

Typically, when a registered (or in some cases, insured, or even non-insured parcels) letter
was mailed with a r service, a form, known as an a r form, was filled out at the receiving office,
and sent with the registered letter (usually, but not always attached to it). At the destination
office or on delivery of the item, the recipient signed the form, and it was returned to sender.
The letter that was sent with a r service is called an a r cover. Figure 0.1 illustrates a typical
a r cover (at least to the extent that any a r cover can be called typical, since there was so much
variation in practices and fees).

0.1 Uruguay a r cover to Germany (1896)
With octagonal a r handstamp. Rated 10 centavos for each of registration and u pu rates, plus 5 cvos a r
fee. During the period 1892–98, the a r fee was supposed to be paid on the cover, as here. In other periods,
location of payment (on the card/form) was at the discretion of the country of origin.

An example of an a r form appears in Figure 0.2. There is no such thing as a typical a r
form. The same applies to a r covering envelopes, which contained the returned a r forms,
Figure 0.3. Circa 1921–22, most entities replaced a r forms with a r cards (Figure 0.4); these
were much smaller (usually postcard size, although once again there is considerable variation),
and almost always made of card stock (rather than paper). In most cases, rather than returning
to the office of origin, they could be sent to the sender of the registered letter.

We are mainly concerned with a r service on international mail, in the g p u/u pu-period
(post-1875). At some future date, I hope to deal with pre-u pu service; for example, Austria
had a r service (Retour Recipisse) from 1806. The Treaty of Bern (effective 1 July 1875) required
the original eighteen members of the g p u to offer a r service for letters among themselves.
This was extended on April Fool's Day 1879 to cover all u pu members, as well as future u pu
members, as soon as they joined. There were also numerous bilateral and multilateral treaties
from the pre-u pu period, mostly dealing with procedures, which remained in force.

There are numerous variations on these procedures. For one thing, the Treaty of Vienna
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0.2 India a r form to Indochina (1916)
a r form, a folded letter sheet, for a registered letter from southern India to Saigon. British colonies in the
Indian subcontinent always had the a r fee paid on the cover (so there are no stamps on the forms). French
is supposed to be one of the languages used on the form, but of course there are always exceptions.

Signed by the postmaster in the destination office (it could also be signed by the recipient of the reg-
istered letter), and returned in a covering envelope to the office of origin, which would forward it to the
sender of the registered item.

a r forms come in a wide array of colours and sizes (from postcard size to double foolscap), and are
usually attached to the registered letter by gum (but sometimes also glue, occasionally paper clip, thread,
. . . ), but may also be sent separately. They may require a covering envelope for their return (as here),
but can also be sent as a folded letter sheet—this is again at the discretion of the country preparing the
covering envelope.

Definitions and introduction
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0.3 Belgian a r covering envelope (1912)
This would have contained a u s a r form (all u s a r forms required covering envelopes) to be returned
to office of origin of the registered letter for which a r service applied, in this case, Buffalo. The Buffalo
office would have arranged that the sender receive the form, possibly in a u s covering envelope. There are
no stamps on a r covering envelopes, as payment had already been made, and this travelled free. Colours,
sizes, and shapes vary tremendously, and frequently a provisional a r covering envelope (not designed for
this purpose) had to be made up.

(1892–98) required the form to be prepared in the destination country; after its expiry, forms
were again filled out at the receiving office. There was almost invariably an extra fee for a r
service (the exception being the u s and its colonies); some jurisdictions required the stamps
paying this fee to be applied to the form, others to the (registered) letter. How were the forms
returned? The forms could be either folded letter sheets or required a covering envelope (in
the case of the uk, both applied). Initially, they were themselves sent as registered matter, but
this eventually changed (the date of change depending on the postal entity).

In fact, every jurisdiction had its own set of procedures. Moreover, the forms themselves
vary considerably in colour, paper, printing, languages, shape, formatting, . . . . (Registered) let-
ters sent with a r service were so marked (from 1892), usually with a handstamp or manuscript
marking of a r or avis de réception, but the terms from the locally spoken languages were often
used, either in place of the standard term, or along with it. Table 1 shows a number of these.

From the early 1920s, most (but not all) jurisdictions switched from a r forms to a r cards;
these are typically of card thickness, and sent through the mail as if they were post cards (Fig-
ure 0.4), but did not require any postage on them. There would be stamps on them if country's
procedures required that the a r fee be paid on the card, or it the card was to be returned by
airmail (beginning internationally in the late 1930s), or if they were after-the-fact; more about
these later.

Definitions and introduction
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0.4 Both sides of Czech a r card (1926)
For a registered letter sent from Czechoslovakia to Harbin (Manchuria), signed and stamped at destination,
and returned by regular mail to sender of the registered item. Dirty yellow card (as many countries' a r
cards were until about 1930). Czechoslovakia required the sender to pay the a r fee on the registered letter,
not on the card, which is why there are no stamps on this one. As with a r forms, these passed freely
through the mail.

a r timeline
1806

Austria introduces Retour Recepisse (no accents).

To 1875

Various entities, mostly in Europe, introduce a r (under various names), both domestically
and internationally, the latter via bilateral and multilateral postal treaties. This includes
France (1859), u s (1868), . . .

Definitions and introduction
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1 July 1875

g p u Treaty of Berne becomes effective; a r mandated between original eighteen members.

April Fool's Day 1879

u p u Treaty of Paris becomes effective; all jurisdictions supposed to offer a r internationally
when they join the u pu. Upper and lower bounds set on fees relative to domestic a r.

1 July 1892

u p u Treaty of Vienna becomes effective; requires a r or equivalent to be stamped or en-
dorsed on registered item. a r fee to be paid on cover (previously, it was up to the jurisdic-
tion to decide where the fee should be applied, to the a r form or to the item). a r form to
be prepared in destination country. A few pairs of countries (for example, New Zealand and
Australia) had bilateral treaties, allowing a r forms for mail between them to be prepared in
the country of origin. And a few jurisdictions did not implement the Vienna changes at all.

1 January 1899

u p u Treaty of Washington becomes effective, procedures revert to those of the pre-Vienna
period; a r form to be prepared in country of origin; a r fee could once again be paid either
on the a r form or on the registered item, at the discretion of the country of origin.
After-the-fact (or subsequent) a r service introduced, allowing sender of the original registered
item to request an a r form after the registered item had been mailed, with no additional
charge above the a r fee.

1908–1920

a r forms, which had formerly been returned to the sender of the original item via regis-
tered mail, were now returned without registration. The dates at which the changeover oc-
curred depended on the jurisdiction (e.g., Canada and uk, 1908; New Zealand, 1919), and were
soft—for example, Canadian forms which were printed before 1908 had a large R printed on
them, and even if used after 1908, were returned registered.

Circa late 1921

Most (but not all) jurisdictions introduce a r cards to replace a r forms. These did not require
covering envelopes. They varied somewhat in size (although most were post card size), were
printed on card stock, and originally most were pale yellow. They were attached to the
registered letter by various means, usually gum, but in some jurisdictions, by staples, paper
clip, or thread.
Whether payment of the a r fee was on the card or the original registered letter continued
to be up to the jurisdiction.
a r forms on hand were permitted to be used, apparently indefinitely, and some countries
continued to use a r forms exclusively until the 1970s.
a r cards (and the later-use forms) could now be sent directly to the sender of the registered
letter, not as had been the practice, to the office of origin, which would arrange for delivery.
The fee for after-the-fact service was permitted to increase, in many cases, to double the
normal a r fee.

Circa 1930

a r cards printed after this date tended to be shades of red, varying from pink to maroon;
older cards could still be used.

Circa 1935

Subject to willingness of the jurisdiction, a r cards and forms could be returned by air, pro-
vided the registered letter was sent by air mail; the additional fee for this service was the
air mail fee from the country of origin to the destination of the registered letter (thus for a
registered letter from uk to Germany, the air mail fee for service in that direction had to be
prepaid). This was paid by stamp on the a r card or form.

Definitions and introduction
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Terms equivalent to AR

Term use translation or comments

accusé de réception informal French literally, acknowledgment of receipt

acuse/aviso de recibo Spanish-speaking countries

acknowledgment due Indian subcontinent abbreviated AD

acknowledgment of delivery Indian subcontinent abbreviated AD

acknowledgment of receipt Canada

advice of delivery British Commonwealth & Empire

απoδειξις παραλαβης Greece

avis de réception universal (u pu term) notice of receipt

aviso de reception/recepcion/recibo Spanish-speaking countries

aviso de recepção Portugal & colonies, and Brazil

aviz de primire Romania abbreviated AP, often seen on stamp

avviso di ricevimento Italy

Bericht van Ontvang Netherlands & colonies, Belgium abbreviated BVO

double registered translation from Chinese often marked by doubledR
IZDESTIE ZA LOSTAVN�E Bulgaria

Kennigsgeving van Aankomst/Ontvangst Belgium

Modtagelsesbevis Denmark

Mottagelsesbevis Norway

Mottagningsbevis Sweden

Návratka Czechoslovakia

OBRATNA� RASPISKA Russia

pasinojums par sanemsanu Latvia spelling changes in time

POVRATNI RECEPIS Serbia

recepis zwrotne Poland

récepisse de retour Ottoman Empire seen on an 1884 form

recibo de retorno Paraguay, Uruguay seen on an 1882 form

Retour Recepisse Austria & Empire no accents; use declines in u pu period

return receipt demanded/requested/required1 u s2

ricevuta di ritorno Italy & colonies return receipt; often doubled/tripledR
Rückschein German-speaking countries often abbreviated RS

Saantitodistus Finland

Térti vevény Hungary later, one word

Väljastusteade Estonia

zpátecni listek Czechoslovakia

Based on what I've seen on a r forms, covering envelopes, and cards. Apologies to the
readers of Greek fonts; these are not properly kerned here. There probably are a lot more
terms; contributions are solicited.
1 And many similar terms, such as wanted/desired.
2 Some other countries also used this, e.g., Hungary (1930s and 1940s), and Cuba; these
may have been u s-expatriates writing home . . . .
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a r forms

AR
forms could be either returned as folded letter sheets (f l s), or in a covering en-
velope. They could have postage stamps paying the a r fee (except in the Treaty of
Vienna period), or the payment could be made on the registered letter; these were

at the discretion of the post office of the country of origin. Until the early 20th century (the
actual date depending on the jurisdiction), a r forms, whether returned as folded letter sheets,
or in a covering envelope, were sent as registered matter. Practically all a r forms are printed
on paper—a notable exception are the second and third (known) printings of uk, which are on
card stock. The sizes vary enormously, from smaller than a postcard (some Austrian forms),
to foolscap size (uk, Denmark). In the latter case, the large size allowed the forms to double as
inquiry forms, with spaces for comments of all the post offices on route.

Figures 1.1–1.4 show examples of a r forms. The first (Figure 1.1) is a somewhat nonstandard
1884Ottoman a r form for a registered letter to Venice, using the wording translating to return
receipt. It required a covering envelope.

1.1 Ottoman a r form (1884)
Nonstandard Récepisse de Retour rather than avis de réception. 1 Piastre stamp pays a r fee. Returned, properly
signed, from Venice.

Figure 1.2 shows a more normal 1887 a r form for a registered letter from Brazil to France.
In both cases, the language was French only, and the a r fee was paid by stamp on the forms.

Many jurisdictions have been providing a r service (usually only domestically, although in-
ternational service was possible if the appropriate bilateral treaties were in place) from as early
as 1806 (Austria). Many continued to use the old unilingual forms, even internationally. Fig-
ures 1.3 and 1.5 & 1.5 a show one from Austrian Italy (1883) to Paris, and a standard French

1 AR forms
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1.2 Brazil a r form (1887; pre-Treaty of Vienna)
When postage stamps are applied to a r forms, they pay the a r fee, not the return postage (which is free).
[There are very rare exceptions to this, which we will address later.] Returned, unsigned, from France.

domestic a r form (actually, more like a réclamation) used to Madrid in 1880. The latter is a
four-page booklet.

Even well into the u pu period, we see pre-u pu forms, originally intended (mostly) for
domestic service, used internationally.

1.3 Austrian Italy (Cles, Trentino) to Paris (1883; pre-Vienna)
Form used in Austrian Italy from the pre-u pu period, almost invariably used domestically.

1 AR forms
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1.4 Luxembourg a r form to Paris (1883; pre-Vienna)
Showing inside (the outside has the address; the form is intended to be folded). A bit of the bottom of the
image (not the form) has been cut off. The clerk has helpfully written affranchissement sur lettre (franking
on the letter), indicating that the a r fee was applied to the registered letter. No indication of country of
origin, butWiltz is a small town in Luxembourg. Properly signed and datestamped. Form printed in 1880.

1 AR forms
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1.5 France domestic a r form used to Madrid (1880; pre-Vienna)
These forms (information provided on the fate of a registered object) in use from 1859, were intended for domestic
use only. It is in a book format (four pages) folded letter sheet; the top shows the outer address (for return
to the sender), filled out in Amou (France), page 2. The bottom shows postmarks of Madrid and Paris for
the return, page 3. The next illustration shows the interior.

Quite different is the example in Figure 1.7, 1.7a, & 1.7b, from the Netherlands, wherein the
form was sent separately from the registered letter, rather than attached to it. Both of these
are folded letter sheets which could be returned to the office of origin as is.

All of these examples are pre-Treaty of Vienna (that is, 1875–1 July 1892). As mentioned
earlier, in the Treaty of Vienna period, the form was prepared in the destination country;
examples in Figures 1.8–1.9 illustrate this.

The Treaty of Vienna was superseded by the Treaty of Washington, effective 1 January 1899.
Among other changes to procedures, the a r form was again to be prepared at the office of
origin. This allowed the a r fee (if it was nonzero) to be paid on the form, rather than the
cover—which depended on the particular entity.

As we see, the forms vary in size from quite small and fragile (typically left over from the
pre-u pu period) to double foolscap size, and come in a wide range of colours (deep purple to
almost white), and formats. In some jurisdictions, they were seldom used, and so were kept in

1 AR forms
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1.5a Interior of French domestic form, anomalously used to Spain
Showing pages 4 and 1. It would have been folded initially to expose the address on the left (to the post
office in Madrid), probably mailed at the same time as the original registered letter

post offices for decades. The current record is 30+ years, for a domestic French a r form used
in Côte d'Ivoire internationally (Figure 1.16 & 1.16a).

Oddities
After-the-fact service
One consequence of the Treaty of Washington (effective 1 January 1899), was the possibility of
sending a r forms subsequent to the registered item, that is, after the registered cover had been
put in the mails. This is referred to as after-the-fact or subsequent a r (in French, après le depôt).
Initially, there was no additional fee over the usual one for a r, but this seems to have changed
(for many jurisdictions) in the early 1920s. An example is shown in Figure 1.13. Needless to
say, examples are very difficult to find.

Réclamation vs after-the-fact
(There is a separate section on réclamation.) If a registered (or insured) item were mailed, but
the sender was not satisfied that it arrived, a réclamation form could be sent out (for a fee). This
was typically a large (often foolscap size) form, with spaces for the offices on the route of the
registered letter, to fill in, giving information as to the dates of receipt and departure, and so
on. One can view this service as an extreme form of after-the-fact a r, and some jurisdictions

1 AR forms
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1.6 French Office in Constantinople a r form (1886)
Typical of a r forms used in France and colonies for international mail, until the introduction of cards
(ca 1921). It is a booklet consisting of four pages, and mailed back to the sender in a covering envelope as
registered mail.

1 AR forms
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1.7 Netherlands a r form to Germany (1881)
Outer portion of form, sent as a folded letter sheet to Bünde (Westphalia) separately from the registered
letter, but in the same mailing.

1.7a Netherlands a r form
Refolded & sent to sender, as a registered folded letter sheet, from Bünde.

1 AR forms
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1.7b Inner page of Netherlands a r form
Showing signature and other information. Signed at Bünde just a day after letter mailed. Bilingual (French,
Dutch), resembling French book style.

1 AR forms
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1.8 India a r form for registered letter from u s (1897; Treaty of Vienna)
During the Vienna period (1892–98), a r forms were prepared in the destination country, rather than
the country of origin. Returned under cover as registered mail to Dayton (oh); there is a considerable
correspondence with a seller of religious artefacts in Dayton. Signed at Shertally. No postage stamps
applied, since in this period, the a r fee was applied to the registered letter. Bilingual (French, English).

seem not to have distinguished between the two services.
For example, around the turn of the century (possibly 1899 when after-the-fact service be-

came available), Britain enlarged its domestic and international a r forms, providing a lot more
space, presumably so they could also serve as réclamation forms, even to the extent of providing
spaces for each of the offices on route to fill in the details. See the uk exhibit for examples.

Duplicate and replacement
If an a r form were sent out, but never returned, the office of origin (on request from the
sender) could send a duplicate a r form, at no charge. Similarly, if a cover were received which
clearly indicated that a r service that had been requested (e.g., if it were marked a r, or any of
the other dozens of terms, or if the attached form was damaged), a replacement a r form would
have been made up in the destination country; again there was no fee. Examples are rare.
Figure 1.14 shows such an example.

1 AR forms
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1.9 Italian a r form with its u s registration receipt (1897)
Also part of Dayton correspondence. Returned under cover as registered mail. Bilingual (French, Italian).
This form could also be used for the rarely seen avis de payement (modern spelling: paiement) service, ac-
knowledging that an international postal money order had been paid. Note the agreement between the
registration number on the receipt, and one of the registration numbers on the form.

1 AR forms
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1.10 Bolivian a r form (1902; Treaty of Washington)
For a registered letter mailed from Santa Cruz to Hamburg. Returned under cover as registered mail.
Bilingual (French, Spanish). a r fee paid by stamp. On reversible (visible through the thin paper) is a
Hamburg receiver. The lack of signature suggests that the letter could not be delivered, and sowas returned
to sender with the a r form still attached; it is also possible that the a r aspect was ignored by the clerk in
Hamburg. South American a r forms (and a r cards) seem to be difficult to find.

Return by air
From about 1935 (or so; there is very limited documentation available), a r forms (and of course,
a r cards, which were in general use at the time) could be returned by air. The fee for this
depended on the jurisdiction (although in most cases, it seems to have been the airmail rate
from the sending country to the destination (the opposite direction in which it was to be sent
by air), and was usually paid in stamps on the form. By 1935, almost all countries were using
a r cards, not forms, so finding an example is extremely difficult. However, one is shown in
Figure 1.15.

Avis de paiement (ap)
When a post officemoney orderwas sent out (as an advice), senders had the option of requesting
an acknowledgment that it had been cashed. They would pay the fee (typically equal to that of
a r), and one of two things happened. Either the post office of origin would send an ap form,
whichwas to be signedwhen themoney order was cashed, and this was returned to sender, just

1 AR forms
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1.11 Polish domestic a r form used to Denmark (1903)
Domestic a r forms were not supposed to be used internationally (in this case at least, there was no text in
French—only Polish and German). From Lemberg (now Lviv in Ukraine) to Copenhagen. Returned under
cover properly signed. No postage stamps, indicating a r fee paid on cover.

1.12 Colombia a r form used to New York (1929)
a r fee paid by stamps. Not signed. After most countries had introduced a r cards (1921). French only.

1 AR forms
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1.13 uk after-the-fact a r form to New York (1905–06)
With the Treaty of Washington (effective from 1899), after-the-fact a r service became possible, and at no
additional charge above the a r fee (the rate was increased in 1921). The original registered letter wasmailed
fromNewry (uk) on 20December 1905. This formwas mailed on 12 January 1906, after the registered letter
had been sent, and even delivered: the letter had been delivered on 1 January 1906. The form arrived at
the destination office, Cohoes (ny), on 20 February, and reached the chief p o inspector in Washington on
2 March. It was then returned in a covering envelope.

Foolscap size (only two-thirds shown); below and on the back are spaces for notes by postmasters on
route—this form was intended to also be used as an inquiry form.

British a r fee paid by 21⁄2 d stamp (uk was one of the few jurisdictions whose international a r fee
exceeded its registration fee). International uk a r forms used in the twentieth century are rare.

1 AR forms
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1.14 Chile replacement a r form sent to Philadelphia (1902)
When an accompanying a r form was missing or damaged, the postmaster at the destination office would
prepare a replacement form. This is the only international replacement a r form I'm aware of.

Here a registered letter from Philadelphia to Santiago was mailed 14 March. Normally, for a registered
letter from the u s, there would be a u s a r form (in the Treaty of Washington period). It arrived 17 April,
presumably marked a r but without an a r form. So the postmaster used a Chilean a r form, which was
properly signed, postmarked, and sent under cover to the sender of the registered letter.

as a r forms were, or a note was added informing the destination office that ap was requested,
and then the ap form would be prepared at that office, and signed, and returned. (Both of these
occurred.) There is a separate section on ap.

About the table (1.18)
The table (Figure 1.18) shows uses that I am aware of. The first column, (type), refers to one of
the following types of forms:
• Sheet (s): usually either letter size, or foolscap size; some jurisdictions used smaller sheets.
• Booklet (b): folded in book form; some French a r forms are of this type, as are the first
Canadian and uk forms.

• Card (c): on card stock; the second and third uk a r forms are on card, but few others are.
The second column (cov env?) refers to whether the form required a covering envelope for

its return. The third column (stamp ≤92) inquires whether the payment of the a r fee was on
the form (as opposed to the registered envelope), prior to the date of effectiveness of the Treaty
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1.15 French Indochina a r form returned by air from India (1938)
From about 1935, the option (availability depending on jurisdiction) of returning the a r form or card
(almost always the a r card) by air was possible. This required the registered letter to be sent by air, and
the additional charge was the air mail fee from the country of origin (in this case, Indochina).

This is the only example known of an a r form returned by air; a r cards returned by air are very
uncommon, particularly in the 1930s and 1940s. The left stamp, 18 ctm (of a piastre, pays the a r fee, and
the right stamp, 30 ctm, pays the airmail rate from Saigon to (south) India (the opposite direction to that
followed by the form). Returned in a covering envelope.

1 AR forms
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1.16 French West Africa form used thirty years after printing, Côte d'Ivoire–Paris (1952)
a r fee paid by stamps. This folded letter sheet was a generic a r form used for French West Africa; based
on the 25 ctm fee on reverse, it was printed 1920–25. Colonial offices were generally poorly supplied with
forms, and did not discard anything—even though the name changed. A 15 frank stamp was applied.

1.16a Portion of reverse
Although there is no printing data on the form, the rate for domestic/colonial a r was 25 centimes only
April 1920–July 1925. The French international a r fee was never 25 centimes.
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1.17 Bolivia a r form to u s (1959)
A fairly late use of an a r form, although examples exist from the early 1970s. Unsigned and and not
postmarked at destination, so either ignored on delivery of the registered item, or the latterwas returned to
sender. The item referred to is a registered air mail letter. The postage applied is the a r fee, 300Bolivianos
(typically for South American countries, half the registration fee), so the form was not intended to be
returned by air.

This formwas to be returned in a covering envelope (it's doubtful that any u s post office would have an
a r covering envelope on hand by this date, so that if the situation arose, a provisional one would have to be
made up). There are a few problems with the French text, e.g., letre, compléte, sousignié, backwards apostrophe.

1 AR forms



of Vienna (July 1892). For the vast majority of entities, a covering envelope was required.
The fourth column (stamp >98) asks the same question, but at the beginning of the Treaty of

Washington period (1 January 1899). Invariably, this also applies in the a r card period (mostly
from 1921). At the moment, the only country I've found for which the practice pre-Vienna
differs from that post-Vienna is Brazil (in this case, stamps on the forms pre-Vienna, stamps
on the covers post-Vienna).

The fifth column (ret'd unregd) refers to the date at which a r forms began to be returned
by nonregistered mail. Initially, they were returned as registered mail (that is, if they required
a covering envelope, the latter, enclosing the a r form was sent as registered matter.



1.18 Internationally used a r forms, by entity

Country type cover env? stamp≤92? stamp > 98? ret'd unregd late use

Argentina sheet yes no no ≤ 1912

Australia & states sheet yes yes yes > 1916

Austria, offices, & colonies sheet yes yes yes ∼ 1912

Belgian Congo sheet yes na no ≤ 1919

Bolivia sheet yes ? yes > 1912 1970

Br col Ind subcont sheet yes no no vary

Br col eastern Africa sheet yes no no vary

Br col (rest) sheet yes yes yes vary

Brazil sheet yes yes no 1912

Bulgaria sheet yes ? yes ? 1949

Canada b & s1 no yes yes 1908 1925

Chile sheet ? ? no ?

Colombia sheet yes yes yes ?

Cuba sheet yes na no > 1915

Czechoslovakia sheet yes na yes ? 1923

Dominican Republic ? ? ? yes

Ecuador sheet yes ? yes ?

Estonia sheet yes na no ? 1922

Federated Malay States (Br) sheet yes na? yes ?

Fernando Pó ? ? ? 1912

France & colonies b & s no yes yes ?

Germany sheet x x x x x

Greece sheet yes ? yes ? 1933

Guatemala sheet yes no no ?

Haiti ? ? ? yes

Hungary ? ? ? ? ∼ 1912

Indochina (Fr) sheet yes na yes ? 1938

Italy sheet yes ? no ?

Japan ? ? ? ? ≤ 1912

Korea (Japan occupation) ? ? na ?

Latvia sheet yes na yes ? 1925

Luxembourg c & s3 no/yes yes/no ? ?

Mexico sheet yes yes yes/no ≤ 1912

New Zealand sheet yes na no 1919

Nicaragua sheet yes ? yes ≤ 1912 1943

Norway sheet yes ? yes ≤ 1912

Netherlands b & s no/yes yes yes > 1901

Panama sheet yes na no > 1910

Persia/Iran ? ? ? no ?

Poland ? ? na ? ≤ 1912

Portugal & colonies sheet yes no yes/no ∼ 1912

Portuguese India sheet yes ? yes ? 1931

Romania sheet yes ? yes ? 1922

Russia sheet yes yes ≤ 1905

Serbia sheet ? yes yes ?

Seychelles bklt no prob ? ?

Spain ? ? ? ? 1912

Switzerland ? ? ? ? > 1903

Uruguay sheet ? ? no ≤ 1912

uk b, c, & s2 yes/no2 yes yes 1908

u s sheet yes no4 no4 ?

Fromwhat I’ve seen of a r forms, covering envelopes, and a r covers; comments, improve-
ments, and corrections solicited. Some of these are based on the scantiest of evidence.
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Explanation of the terms in the table:
type: sheet, booklet, or card. Booklet style refers to four pages, epitomized by domestic
French a r forms.
cov env: required covering envelope? If no, the formwas returned as a folded letter sheet.
stp ≤92?: a r fee paid on the form in the pre-Treaty of Vienna period (1875–30 June
1892)? If not, then fee was applied to the registered letter.
stp>98?: a r fee paid on the form in the Treaty ofWashington period and later (1 January
1899 on)? If not, then fee was applied to the registered letter.
ret'd unreg: earliest year in which a r forms were not returned by registered mail.
na: a r service not available or entity did not exist in that period.
late use: if after 1921.
1 Canada’s first a r formwas bilingual and of booklet type; subsequent ones, single sheets.
2 Britain’s first a r form was unilingual English and of booklet type; its next two known
forms are of card, and later ones, of sheet type. Its first form was returned as a folded
letter sheet, but all subsequent ones required a covering envelope.
3 There is one use of a card (with stamp) from Luxembourg in 1876, which may be a
holdover from pre-u pu; there is an 1883 double foolscap form (without stamp) to be
returned under cover.
4 Because international a rwas a free option on registered letters from the u s until 1925
(so the answer could also have been yes, vacuously), by which time they were using cards
(and the stamps paying the a r were then applied to the registered letter).
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2 AR covering envelopes

C
overing envelopeswere required for thosea r formswhichwere not returnable as folded
letter sheets. As with the forms, they come in various shapes, sizes, and colours.

2.1 British official a r covering envelope used at bpo Constantinople (1883; pre-Vienna)
Would have contained a British/bpo a r form, returned to the sender of the original registered letter, in
India. Itself sent registered. Earliest reported a r covering envelope for Britain and possessions. Fourth
reported use of REGISTERED·LETTER handstamp at bpo Constantinople. No postage was required.

2.2 Provisional a r covering envelope used at Ceylon (1888; pre-Vienna)
Would have contained a British/bpo a r form, returned registered to the sender of the original registered
letter, in Berlin. Ms Avis de Reception (upper left). Evidently the Colombo post office did not have an a r
covering envelope on hand, so just used an official form that was on hand.

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.3 Russian a r covering envelope to France (1882; pre-Vienna)
Would have contained a French a r form, returned to the sender of the original registered letter. Itself sent
registered (Zhakazhnoe). No postage was required.

2.3a Reverse
St Petersburg to Bordeaux via Paris.

We distinguish between the official a r covering envelopes, which were specifically printed
for this purpose, and provisional,which could be official envelopes intended for other purposes,
or unofficial envelopes (or even writing paper folded to be an envelope—see Figure 2.16).

Criteria How can we tell if an envelope really is an a r covering envelope? First, if it says some-
thing like Avis de réception on retour (although not a translation, the corresponding English ex-
pression is returned a r form), then it is obviously an a r covering envelope. However, some
official and most provisional a r covering envelopes do not have this inscription.
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2.4 New Zealand a r covering envelope—and its enclosure (1897; Treaty of Vienna)
Contained the New Zealand a r form below, for a registered letter from the u s. Sent as registered mail.

2.4a New Zealand a r form contained in the preceding covering envelope
It was for a registered item from Dayton (Ohio). According to the Treaty of Vienna, for incoming registered
letters marked with a r (or equivalent), the a r form would be prepared in the country of destination. The
English language term used here is acknowledgment of delivery.

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.5 Denmark a r covering envelope (1897; Treaty of Vienna)
Little Danish a r material exists.

2.6 Cuban a r covering envelope (1895; Treaty of Vienna)
Would have contained a Cuban a r form returned to the sender of the registered letter from the u s. Sent
as registered mail.

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.7 India a r covering envelope (1897; Treaty of Vienna)
A very odd shape. The image is substantially reduced in order to fit on the page. Part of the Dayton
correspondence.

2.8 Polish a r covering envelope with amusing spelling error (1912)
Warsaw to Buffalo. Would have contained a u s a r form.

Failing this, it should have properties (a) and (b), and if pre-1922, (c) as well.
(a) it should have an indication of a rwithout having been sent with a r (for example, if it were

not returned by registered mail, it could not be sent with a r, with the possible exception of
insured mail);

(b) it should not have any stamps on it, since all the fees would have been paid (there are several
exceptions to this, for example, when the form is returned by air);

(c) if pre-1922, it should be addressed to a post office, rather than an individual (even post-1921,
it could be addressed to the post office of origin).

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.9 Samoa a r covering envelope (1921)
Using a New Zealand covering envelope; rather late return by registered mail.

2.10 Provisional turned Czech covering envelope (1924)
FromVejprity toVienna. Originally an official document (barely visible printing, aswell as two datestamps,
on the inside.

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.11 Mexico covering envelope (1912)
No printed indication of the origin; fortunately, the blue datestamp says MEXICO-D. F. Printed in 1907

2.12 Malta covering envelope (1912)

If these conditions hold, then it is almost certainly an a r covering envelope. Ideally, the a r
form that it contained should also be present, but having both is rare.

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.13 Cape of Good Hope a r covering envelope—and its enclosure (1902; post-Vienna)
For a r service on a registered letter from the u s. Sent as registered mail. Enclosed u s a r form, below.

2.13a u s a r form contained in the covering envelope above
The Treaty of Washington (from 1899) implemented a change of procedure: the a r form was prepared in
the country of origin. u s a r forms required covering envelopes. Also from the Dayton correspondence.

2 AR covering envelopes
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2.17 Fernando Pó a r covering envelopes, registered and unregistered (March & May 1912)
This is how we know that 1912 is a sharp date for Spain and this tiny entity's shift from returning a r
forms as registered matter to returning them as unregistered matter. Such information is not in postal
guides; it could only be in notices from post office officials to clerks, something we rarely have access to.
Similar pairs (same year) exist for a number of other jurisdictions.

2.17a Fernando Pó unregistered, two months later
Showing the Spanish registration handstamp and datestamp struck through in red crayon.
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2.15 São Tomé (Portuguese West Africa) a r covering envelope (1912)
To Buffalo. Would have contained a u s a r form.

2.16 Very provisional Greek a r covering envelope (1922)
From Kalloni to u s. Ms avis de Réception en Retour. Folded lined paper glued to make an envelope. Official
Greek covering envelopes are known in this period—but small offices may not have had them. Would have
contained a u s a r form.
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2.17 New South Wales covering envelope (1901; post-Vienna)
Would have contained a u s a r form.

2.18 Provisional British Solomon Islands covering envelope (1915)
Ms A. R. Receipt Return at upper left. An extremely unlikely country of origin. Returned as registered matter
from Tulagi, somewhat late compared to other members of the British Commonwealth and Empire.

Examples from the pre-Vienna period (1875–1892) are really difficult to find.
Although a r cards (resembling post cards) were used internationally by most entities after

1921, a few persisted in using forms; so covering envelopes would have had to have been in
stock, at least at the larger offices. Smaller offices would be less likely to have them, and so
would have had to create provisional form envelopes, either out of other official envelopes, or
out of any envelope lying around (and in some cases, just a folded sheet of writing paper).

In the Treaty of Vienna period, the form was prepared in the destination country, not the
country of origin. Figure 2.4 & 2.4a shows a rare pair, consisting of a New Zealand a r form,
together with the (official) a r covering envelope that enclosed it.
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The Treaty of Washington (in effect from 1 January 1899) altered some a r procedures back
to what they had been pre-Vienna. In particular, a r forms were once again prepared in the
country of origin of the registered letter. For most countries, they ceased being returned as
registered matter sometime in the period 1908–1920 (see table 1.18), although some continued
to be registered beyond this point.

Figure 2.13 & 2.13a shows another rare form and covering envelope, this time in the post-
Vienna period, fromCape of GoodHope to the u s. Figure 2.17& 2.17a shows a pair of Fernando
Pó covering envelopes, bracketing the changeover from registered to non-registered return of
a r forms for this particular entity.

3 a r cards

A
round late 1921–22, most entities replaced their a r forms by cards, roughly in the shape
and thickness of post cards, although they came in various sizes. They could now be re-
turned directly to the sender, rather than to the post office of origin. They were returned

by regular mail, not registered. They were sent attached to the registered item: gum, staples,
paper clips, thread (popular in the Indian subcontinent) among other means, and sent back
without the need of a covering envelope. As with a r forms, any postage stamps on the cards
paid the a r fee, not the postcard rate, plus possibly the air mail return fee.

3.1 Austrian a r card to Germany (March 1922)
Printed October 1921, and very early for an international a r card. Typical drab off-yellow card stock for the
period. According to the reverse, the card was neither signed nor handstamped in Germany, so presumably
the registered letter was not delivered.

One can infer from table 1.18 that some jurisdictions did not immediately switch to a r cards.
The u s appears to have switched in late 1922.

In the 1920s, theywere usually rather drab (shades of yellow to brownpredominate, although
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some of this might be the result of browning caused by using heavily sulfurized paper, as was
the case for uk). But from about 1930, they generally became much brighter, shades of pink
becoming more typical. In the early period, a few countries (Finland and Algeria) used card
stock double-sized cards which folded over horizontally (Figure 3.7), while at least one (the
Netherlands) used a card that folded over vertically (Figure 3.6).

3.2 Palestine a r card to Germany (1924)
With eef stamp, paying a r fee of 13mils; to Linz from Haifa.

3.3 Yemen a r card to Liezen, Austria (1931)
Now pink(ish) card. From Sanaa.
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3.4 France a r card to Hungary (1934)
France also used pink cards. This particular one was used for an insured parcel (valeur déclarée), rather than
a registered letter. Sloppy use of Accusé de Réception by sender.

3.5 Greece a r card to Paris (1939)
a r fee of 8Drachma paid by stamp.
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3.6 Netherland a r vertically foldable card to Cologne (March 1923)
Probably intended to be returned sealed. Finland also used this style. Netherlands a rmaterial is extremely
difficult to find. There is a year error (1922) in the Cöln datestamp (reads 26 3 22).

3 AR cards
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3.7 Tunisia horizontally foldable a r card to Paris (1939)
Sealable card (left and right edges gummed). From la Pêcherie to Toulon. a r fee paid by 1 Franc stamp.

3.8 Iran a r card to Ukrainian SSR (1946)
a r fee paid by 2.5 rial stamp.
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3.9 Canadian a r card returned from u s by air (1939)
Stamps pay 10¢ Canadian a r fee and 6¢, the Canadian airmail fee to the u s (even though the card was
going from the u s to Canada by air). An extremely early airmail a r card, and the earliest Canadian one
reported. Properly signed and datestamped on reverse.

3.10 Vietnam a r card returned from south India by air (1960)
Airmail fee paid by 1 Franc stamp. fill me incheck air rates
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3.11 Italian a r card printed in 1928 and used in 1950

Returned from Obrov (Slovenia) to Trieste; for an uninsured parcel. Stamp overprinted AMG-FTT pays
the 55 Lira a r fee.
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3.12 Duplicate Canadian a r card returned from u s (1927)
Ms duplicate at top, and with no postage stamp applied (Canada required that the a r fee be paid on the
card, not the cover). When an a r card was sent out but not returned, a duplicate would be prepared at the
request of the sender (with no additional fee), typically at the office of origin. In this case, the card refers
to a registered letter dated 15 November 1926. The card is datestamped 4 February 1927. It was properly
signed, and delivery date of 18 November is given for the registered letter.

3.13 Duplicate u s a r card returned from Tahiti (1934)
The registered letter was mailed from Seattle 17 December 1934, and according to the reverse, it was deliv-
ered 29 December. Although there is no indication of when the card was sent, it was received in Papeete
on 16 March 1935. The card was prepared by a senior postal official Washington dc.
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3.14 Subsequent Japan-occupied China a r card returned from Denmark to Dairen (1937)
After-the-fact a r card. Original registered letter was delivered 11 September 1937; this card was sent from
Dairen (now Dalian) 29 November 1937, two months later. Signed at Aalborg 14 January 1938. Dairen had
become a Japanese office (formerly Chinese) the month of mailing. Japan and China both used bright red
a r cards. Postage was apparently paid in cash, since there are no stamps on the card, and there was no
registered letter on which to put the stamps!

3.15 Subsequent Canadian a r card returned from China (1948)
After-the-fact a r card, as indicated by 20¢ fee (ordinary a r fee was 10¢ at this time). Two registered letters
were mailed 20 July and 4 August; this card was sent from Sarnia (on) to Toyshun 12 December, but was
returned unsigned. This is the only a r card I've seen that concerned two registered letters.

Characters around the border say that the letter writer (owner of the typical Chinese restarant in a
Canadian town) and his family are fine.
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3.16 Non-registered uninsured parcel post sent with a r from Germany to Finland (1926)
Some jurisdications permitted a r internationally on this type of mail. Properly signed and datestamped
on reverse. The parcel card (despatch note/bulletin d'expédition) is shown below.

This German a r card was printed 9/21 (lower right), September 1921, about the same time asmany other
jurisdictions (October is also seen), and is thus the first printing. Unusually for this period, in pink(ish).

3.16a German parcel card for the package sent with a r (card above)
Postage paid in cash (Gebühr bezahlt). The etiquette is not a registration label. Both cards refer to #837. Via
Lübeck from Lauban. Attached using paper clip (rust stains correspond).
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3.17 Non-registered uninsured parcel post sent with a r from Mexico to u s (1933)
Shows reverse ofMexican a r card; accompanies the customs declaration tag below. Somewhat larger format
a r card.

3.17a Accompanying customs declaration tag
Parcel cards were not used between Mexico and the u s. Packet contained a leather belt.
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Initially, the cards were stamped in an amount to pay the a r fee—but not if the entity
required the a r fee to be paid on the registered item. There are a few exceptions to this.

After-the-fact or subsequent a r service
If a registered letter were mailed without a r service, then after it was mailed, it was possible to
send a subsequent a r card; this was permitted from 1 January 1899 (first day of effectiveness
of the Treaty of Washington), so after-the-fact forms also were possible (but rare). In this case,
the subsequent service fee was to be applied to the card, although there is evidence that in a
few jurisdictions, it could be paid in cash. Initially, the fee for subsequent a r service was the
same as that for the usual a r service, but most countries had begun to charge a supplementary
fee by the 1920s. Figures 3.14 & 3.15 show examples; these are rare, for the most part (rarity
varies with the country of origin).

For some jurisdictions, after-the-fact and réclamation (the latter being an inquiry into the fate
of a registered letter) were regarded as the same, and the forms and fees were identical. Others
had different forms and fees.

Return by air
Beginning about 1938, many countries offered a return by air service: if the registered item
were sent airmail, the sender could have the a r card returned by air; there was an additional
charged. This air mail fee was (usually) paid in stamps on the a r card. These are difficult to
find. A very rare and early (1939) Canadian example is shown in Figure 3.9.

Return by registered mail
a r forms, whether as folded letter sheets, or enclosed in covering envelopes, were initially
returned as registered mail. Canada and the uk stopped registering them in 1908, as is the case
for some entities. But other countries ceased at different dates, and practically everyone had
done so by 1922. Still the odd registered a r form turns up after this date. Almost no a r cards
are known returned by registered mail, the few exceptions likely a result of clerical confusion.

Duplicate or replacement a r forms & cards
If an a r form or card arrived damaged at the destination office, or the registered item was
marked a r (or equivalent), and there was no form or card attached, then the destination office
was supposed to prepare a replacement form or card. Similarly, if no form or card was received
back after a sufficiently long time, a replacement card (often marked duplicate) was sent out
from the office of origin). No additional fees were required. The latter could also happen in
the Treaty of Vienna period (1892–98). Examples are, needless to say, rare (Figures 3.12 & 3.13).

Long delay between printing and use
Generally, a rwas not usedmuch. Forms and cards could sit in the post office for decades before
they were used. This is especially true in small offices, which were not regularly supplied with
the latest postal forms of any type. So delays of a decade between printing date and actual use
occur. A 22-year delay (including the second world war) is illustrated in Figure 3.11.

With non-registered material
Some countries permitted insured (non-registered) material to be sent with a r and some even
permitted parcel post (even uninsured and unregistered) with a r. An example is shown in
Figure 3.16 & 3.16a.
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4 a r covers

T
he cover or package for which a r service was requested (and paid for) is called an a r
cover. In the pre-u pu period, it may be very difficult to decide whether a r service
applied, since there was no requirement for the cover to be so marked. However, in

countries such as Germany, Austria, France, u s, which had had robust domestic a r services
preceding the u pu (in the case of Austria, going back to 1806), it was traditional for the sender
to mark it on the cover (respectively, Rückschein, Retour Recepisse, avis de réception, return receipt
demanded). In the u pu period, we occasionally see some of these terms marked on the stamp
paying the a r fee.

4.1 Russian a r cover to Serbia (1880; pre-Vienna)
From St Petersburg to Nissi. Very unusually, with an Avis de reception (no accent) handstamp, as well
as what is (almost) the u s term Retur recept. Postage of 7 kopecs for each of registration, u pu rate, and a r.

In the pre- and post-Vienna periods, it was up to the individual jurisdiction to decide
whether to place the stamps paying the a r fee on the (registered/insured) item, or on the
a r form or card. The table (Figure 1.18) gives some indication of which countries did what, al-
though in many cases, the evidence is flimsy. In the Vienna period, practically all jurisdictions
had the stamps paying the a r fee on the cover.

In any event, if a cover was sent with a r in the pre-Vienna period, and there were no mark-
ings to indicate this (as was frequently the case), how could we identify it? Perhaps by rate,
if the country was one of those that placed the a r fee payment on the cover—but this is not
conclusive, since there may be other means of explaining the postage. The only alternative is
the relatively rare phenomenon, that the a r form is available; this can happen when the reg-
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4.2 German a r cover to Paris (1880)
From Freiberg. The term Eingeschrieben gegen Rückschein (written in surprisingly readable script) was used in
Germany from the inception of a r service there, in the 1830s. Postage of 20Pfennig for each of registration
and u pu rate; at this time, apparently, the a r fee was paid on the form. However (see the section on
Germany), this seemed to change at least twice during the pre-Vienna period.

4.3 Russian Poland a r cover to uk (1891)
At lower left, avec retour resepisse,misspelling the Austrian term in use from 1806 Retour Recepisse (no accents).
Rated 70 kopeks, made up of quintuple u pu rate (at 10 k per 15 g) and 10 k for each of registration and a r.
From Warsaw to Exeter, and one of three known incoming a r covers to uk in the pre-Treaty of Vienna
period. Nine wax seals on reverse.
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4.4 German a r cover to Italy (1886)
Slightly different Einschreiben&gegen Rueckschein. Postage of 20Pfennig for each of registration, u pu rate,
and a r fees; at this time, apparently, the a r fee was paid on the cover. (This could possibly be double weight
with a r fee paid on the form; however, contemporaryGerman forms do not have any stamps applied, unlike
those slightly earlier and slightly later.)

4.5 German a r cover to Uruguay (1890)
With ms Avis de réception. Postage of 20Pfennig for each of registration and u pu rates; this time, the a r fee
was paid on the form. Ms fco (franco) at lower left, a leftover from an earlier period indicating the recipient
does not have to any postage.
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4.6 Brazil a r cover to Belgium (4 July 1892; very early in Treaty of Vienna period)
How do we know this is an a r cover? There is no indication on the cover. But we have the a r form below,
and both refer to registration #1523. The form was sent attached to the cover, and apparently ignored and
delivered unsigned (we would also recover the a r formwith the cover if the latter were returned to sender,
but there is no indication of this).

Rated 900Reis, likely double surcharged 300Rs per 15 g, 200Rs registration, and 100Rs a r fee.
The Treaty of Vienna became effective 1 July 1892, just three days before this cover was mailed.

4.6a Corresponding Brazilian a r form
The a r form attached to the cover above. It was prepared in Brazil (country of origin), in contravention
of the Vienna treaty, and there was no indication of a r on the cover, also contravening it. This may be
attributable to the treaty becoming effective only three days earlier.
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4.7 uk to New York (December 1892)
Fewer than ten uk a r covers are known in the nineteenth century, and this is the earliest reported. Rated
7 d made up of 2 d registration, and 21⁄2 d for each of u pu and a r fees. uk was one of very few entities
whose registration fee was exceeded by its international a r fee. The oval AR handstamp style was in used
for many decades.

4.8 Canada a r cover to u s with registered letter stamp (1893)
Five non-philatelic Canadian a r covers are known to 1898; this is the earliest, and the only one with an rls.
The rls was not compulsory on registered covers at this time, and could only be used to pay registration.
The A·R handstamp style was in use in Canada till at least the 1950s. Rated 5¢ registration and a r fees,
and 3¢ rate to u s.
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4.9 Austrian Bohemia a r cover to u s (1894; Treaty of Vienna period)
We see Rückschein or avis de réception occasionally on Austrian stamps, as here. Rated 30Kreuzer, as 10Kr
for each of registration, u pu rate, and a r fee.
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4.10 Spain a r cover to u s (1896)
With sender's accuses réception [sic], orange crayon AR, and ms ar on the 10 centimos stamp. With postage
totalling 60 cmos, made up of 26 cmos for each of registration and u pu rates, and 10 cmos a r fee. London
red oval registration datestamp. It is very difficult to find early Spanish a r material.

4.11 Laurenço Marques a r with stamps intended to be bisected (February 1899)
Just post-Treaty of Vienna. One and a half copies of a stamp intended to be bisected, at 50Reis per half
(overprinted). This pays the 50R registration fee, and a transitional rate of 100R for mail sent by the Cape
of Good Hope to catch ships of the Castle Line (the period of this rate is short but not known).
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4.12 Guatemala a r cover to Alexandria (1896–97)
I love covers like this. Postage totalling 45 centavos, made up of 10 centavos for registration, triple u pu
rates of 10 cvos per 15 g, and 5 cvos a r fee. There is a block of thirty 1 cvo stamps, and the remaining stamps
were originally 5 cvos stamps revalued to 1 cvo.

4.13 Sáo Thomé & Principe a r cover to fraudster (1907; post-Treaty of Vienna)
Most Portuguese colonies followed the practices of Portugal, in particular, a r fee paid on the form/card.
Rated 100Reis, made up of 50R each for registration and first weight u pu. Victor Segno was a well known
charlatan, who would offer prayers on payment of $1, which is possibly what this letter contained.
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4.14 Cuba a r cover to Barcelona with a r form, seized (1915)
Postage on reverse totals 12 cvos, likely made up from 8 cvos registration fee and double puas rate 2 cvos to
Spain; no charge for a r (similar to the u s). The form required a covering envelope, but this became a moot
point when the cover was censored and seized by the French military. The large purple oval A. R. mark is
frequently seen on Cuban a r covers.
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4.15 Danzig a r cover to Brazil (May 1923)
With Gegen Rückschein. Danzig (now Gdansk in Poland) was a free city 1920–39. Rated 150Marks for each of
registration and a r, and quadruple u pu rate at 300Mk for the first weight plus 150Mk for each additional;
in effect 1 March–30 May 1923.

4.16 Philippines to u s (1921)
As an American colony, Philippines used the same formula as the u s, Return receipt requested. This is also
insured (a service not yet available on registered matter in the u s), and the rates are currently unknown.
Postage of 63 centavos.
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4.17 Costa Rica a r cover to Chicago (1906; post-Treaty of Vienna)
Only (non-philatelic) a r cover I've seen with the a r handstamp on reverse of the cover, but not on the
front. Rated 10 centavos registration fee (paid by stamp on reverse) and 10 cvos u pu rate paid by embossed
stamp on front; the 5 cvos a r fee would have been paid on the a r form.

The a r handstamp incorporates the name of the office, and other data; this is not unusual for many
Latin American countries.
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4.18 Iceland to u s (1922)
With old u s-style typescript Return Receipt Demanded, and also ms AR. Rated 150Aur, made up from
30Aur for each of registration, and sextuple weight at 40Aur for the first and 20Aur for each additional.
The a r fee would have been paid on the accompanying a r form (less likely, a r card). The provisional
stamps were issued in 1922, and it was normal to mix them, as they were not available in any quantity.
Unfortunately, this is probably sent by a stamp dealer.

4.19 Iran a r cover to u s (1929)
With sharply hexagonal A.R. handstamp. On reverse, postage totalling 57 Shahis, made up of 15 Sh regis-
tration and quadruple u pu rate at 15 Sh for the first weight, and 9 Sh for each additional. Iranian a r cards
reveal that the a r fee was paid on the card.
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4.20 Dahomey a r cover to Dijon (1924)
From Allada. Two additional 25 centimes stamps on reverse, totalling 1.25 Franc, made up of 60 ctm reg-
istration and 60 ctm colonial 50–100 g rate, overpaid by 5 ctm. a r fee would have been paid on the card.
Likely initially franked at home, then the two large denomination stamps were added at the post office.

4.21 Estonia a r cover to Brazil to u s with form (next page) (1925)
Ms Avis de Réception. From Rakvere with form (next page) attached by blob of glue. Postage of 60Markaa
(including 3M on reverse, helping to seal the envelope; made up of 20M registration and triple u pu rate
at 20M for the first weight and 10M for each additional.
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4.21a Estonian a r form attached
Cover was delivered to u s, but without detaching the form, and it was left unsigned. The a r fee of 20M
was applied to the outside of the form. It was intended to be returned in a covering envelope. The form
was printed December 1920.
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4.22 Tahiti a r cover to Canada (1928)
Papeete to Spokane. Ms AR. Rated 1.5 Francs for each of registration and u pu; a r fee would have been paid
on the card/form.

4.23 Albania a r cover to Turkey (1933)
Tirana to Istambul, triple. Rated 25Quindarks for each of registration and a r, plus u pu rate of 25Q for
the first weight and 15Q for each additional.
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4.24 France a r cover, forwarded to Belgium, remailed (1938)
Originally mailed as a drop letter within Paris, charged 1.5 francs registration and .65 domestic rate, paid
by meter; the a r fee would have been paid on the accompanying domestic a r form commonly in use at the
time. It was forwarded to a hotel in Spa (Belgium) three days later. A sticker indicating that the addressee
was absent was applied, and Belgian stamps were applied (for the return trip), probably by the hotel.

The Belgian franking amounted to 4.25Belgian francs, made up of 1.50Bfr for each of a r and registra-
tion, 1.25Bfr to France; the 10 ctm Belgian post due stamp may have been for the absence sticker (posted
out of course).

Typical octagonal French a r handstamp. A double a r cover!
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4.25 Hungary a r cover to u s with u s-style endorsement (1939)
I have seen a number of Hungarian a r covers in this period using the u s formula Return Receipt Requested
(in place of avis de réception, [added by a postal clerk] which one would expect; there was also a perfectly good
Hungarian equivalent). But this one also requests an additional service only available in the u s on (its)
domestic covers,Deliver to Adressee [sic] only. Rated 140 Filler (= 1.4Pengo), made up from 50 F for registration
and a r, plus 40 F u pu.

4.26 Nicaragua a r cover to u s, free under puas treaty (1943)
Official cover from Customs, all services free. One of the very few puas a r covers I've seen (the other one
had only some of the services free). With u s military censorship.
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4.27 Thailand a r cover to u s with AV2 (1946)
Air transit marking; an unusual but (for Thailand) not rare combination. Registration and a r fee are 1 baht
each. I don't know what the air mail rate was at the time.

4.28 Switzerland a r cover to Paris (1949)
This one is here only because the addressee is ex-King Edward viii, living in much-deserved exile in France.
Rated 40 centimes for each of registration, a r fee, and first weight u pu, plus 25 ctm second weight.
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4.29 Egypt a r cover—to Israel! (1952)
Originally addressed to Paris, forwarded to Barclay's Bank, Haifa. Both Egyptian and Israeli censorship.
Surprisingly fast passage: mailed from the Cairo branch of Sun Life of Canada 18 July, arrived in Paris
21 July, and the Haifa postmark reads 6 August. Postage totals 152millièmes (of a pound) for airmail to
France, registration, and a r; the registration fee was 45mils. That's all I know.

4.30 China to uk (1980)
Addressed to the Queen. With rather delicate purple bilingual a r handstamp.
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istered item was returned to sender. Nonetheless, this is extremely rare. The upshot is that
without the form or some marking on the cover, there really is no way to conclude that it was
sent with a r. (Bits of the form adhering to the cover is another possibility, but how can we be
sure it was the a r form and not some other piece of paper?)

This difficulty is less likely in the Vienna and post-Vienna periods; the conventions said
that a r or equivalent was to be marked on the front of the cover. It happens occasionally that
this did not occur, as evidenced by (very few) examples wherein we also have the form.

4.31 Chile to Belgium with a r etiquette (October 1892; early in Vienna period)
A few countries used a r stickers in place of handstamps (e.g., Bulgaria, Jugoslavia, Hungary), but Chile was
the most prolific. The a r handstamp is Belgian; normally the destination country would not apply it, but
this was early in the Treaty of Vienna period. Rated 10 centavos registration fee, 10 cvo u pu, and 5 cvo a r.

4.32 Chile to Germany with provisional a r etiquette (October 1893)
With provisional registration etiquette from Constitucion. The pink rubber Rückschein handstamp is a
German marking used frequently on incoming a r covers. Rated cinco viente (25) centavos stationary, as
above. No stamps are missing.
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4.33 Bolivia to Germany with a r etiquette (1894)
Some jerk has cut the address out. Should have been rated 10 centavos registration fee, 11 cvo u pu via
Panama, and 5 cvo a r fee. It is possible that the sticker indicates that the 5 cvo a r fee was paid.

4.34 Dutch East Indies to u s with a r etiquette (1922; post-Vienna)
With standard Dutch BVO. Rated 70 cents, made up of 20 ct for each of registration and a r fees, and double
rate u pu at 20 ct for the first weight, and 10 ct for each additional.
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4.35 Jugoslavia a r cover to u s with a r etiquette (1950)
Relatively late for an etiquette. Postage totals 41Dinars, of which registration is 7D and a r is 5.5D. I don't
have access to airmail and express rates.
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4.36 Hungary a r aerogramme to u s with a r etiquette (1958)
Late for an etiquette, but frequently used by Hungary in this period. Aerogrammes sent with a r are very
unusual, although most of the few I've seen are from Hungary. I haven't a clue what the rates are.

a r handstamps and labels
Prior to the onset of the Treaty of Vienna (1 June 1892), there was no u pu-requirement to mark
the registered item a r or any equivalent terms, although in some countries, this was required
by the post office. However, from this date, they were required to mark the items a r or avis de
réception—this could be in manuscript form, or with a handstamp, or with a label (just as some
jurisdictions used registration labels).

Most countries used handstamps reading just a r, and each jurisdiction's handstamp style
is distinctive—I can almost always tell just by looking at the handstamp what the country of
origin is. Germany used a distinctive trilingual handstamp (usually in shades of red) for out-
going a r matter, and a rubber straightline (often distorted) Rückschein on incoming matter.
For some countries—especially Panama and a few places in South America—there were a r
handstamps which include the name of the office.

4.37 Various a r handstamps
Respectively, Austrian office in Smyrna (1916), Costa Rica (general use), France and colonies (general use),
Germany (late 19th–early 20th century), Iran 1929, Kenya (1931), Thailand (1947).

Far fewer jurisdictions used a r labels. Bulgaria's (Figure 5.1, next section) was quite distinc-
tive, being in an attractive shade of purple. Chile (Figures 4.31 and 4.32) had hordes of labels,
differing slightly from each other. Some Dutch colonies used pink to red etiquettes (Figure
4.34). However, the use of a r labels diminished drastically by the end of the first world war,
although Jugoslavia and Hungary continued to use them into the 1950s (Figures 4.35 and 4.36).
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5 Weird AR
This section includes strange or combination uses, such as post cards sent with a r, commercial
papers sent with a r, as well as a r in combinationwith postage due, aerogrammess, or av2, and
non-registered parcelswith a r; and the use of a r stamps in a few jurisdictions. We also discuss
in more detail some of the more obscure elaborations of a r mentioned in section fill me in:
after-the-fact (subsequent), inquiry (réclamation), return by air, and a service very similar to
a r, avis de paiement/payement. Thenwemention a r covers sent free (internationally, this is very
unusual).
Post cards sent with a r
Not to be confusedwith a r cards, which have the appearance of post cards, these are post cards
that are sent registered (usually a prerequisite for a r) and a r. In some jurisdictions, such as
u s, uk, and Canada, registered post cards are almost rare, while in others, they are somewhat
more readily available.

5.1 Bulgaria postcard sent with a r to Cairo and returned to sender (1896)
This has a number of features, in addition to being an a r postcard. (1) Violet a r etiquette (Bulgaria),
seen occasionally. (2) The message is in Ladino (Spanish-based language of the descendants of expelled
Spanish jewry), written in Osmanlica script; only a few words of the message have been translated. (3) The
stationery refers to the conversion of the Bulgarian king to Orthodox Christianity.

Rated 25 centimes for each of registration and a r, and 10 ctm u pu post card rate.
Mailed from Karnobat 29 April, and carried on two travelling post offices, the first on the next day,

the second on 12May (Bulgaria was still using the Julian calendar, which was about 12 days different from
Gregorian). It arrived in Cairo 21May; a red octagonal BUREAU DES REBUTS EGYPTE handstampwas applied
5 July; there is also a rectangular NON-RECLAMÉ handstamp, as well as another Cairo datestamp, 31 July.
There is a red Cyrillic Karnobat notation for its return trip, and a final datestamp of Karnobat on reverse, 2
August.
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5.2 Quasiphilatelic Swiss postcard sent with a r by a Szekula (1920)
Normally, I wouldn't include stamp dealer mail, but this is more interesting than most. a r from Switzer-
land is fairly difficult to find. Rated 60 centimes made up from 25 ctm for each of registration and a r, and
10 ctm u pu postcard rate.

The card is from Géza Szekula of the notorious Szekula family of stamp dealers to a stamp dealer in the
u s. A parcel of stamps sent by Szekula may have been seized during the first world war, or possibly the
returned parcel had been seized by the French military censors. He is requesting the addressee to inquire
about the parcel, so that it can be returned. He had sent an earlier card in November of the previous year,
but had not received a reply.
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5.3 Jugoslavian postcard sent with a r by an American traitor (14 July 1939)
Korcula to Copehhagen. Ms AR; rated 4Dinars registration, 3D a r, and 2D u pu postcard.

Douglas Chandler (1889–1976?) was an American journalist glorifying the Nazis before and during
the war (known as America's Lord Haw Haw). He was convicted of treason in 1947 and sentenced to life
imprisonment; in 1963, he was released on condition that he renounce his citizenship and leave the u s.
Laurette (referred to in the message) was one of his daughters, and he is known to have vacationed at
Korcula in this period. Surprisingly for a journalist, he can't spell breeze.
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5.4 Sweden postcard sent with a r to Theresienstadt inmates by air (February 1944)
From Stockholm; Swedish a rmaterial is really difficult to find (possibly in part because its a r fee exceeded
that of registration). Ms + avis de réception; rated 20Øre registration, 25Ø a r and 30Ø airmail postcard rate.
With censorship, took two months.

This is a card written in German (required for correspondence to inmates) from their relatives in Stock-
holm. Soon after theNazi occupation of Denmark, effortsweremade to roundup JewishDanes; forewarned,
the Danish population managed to get most of them to neutral Sweden, but some were caught and de-
ported. This card is from the addressees' family members who had escaped to Sweden. The message (also
on reverse) seems to concern the weather.

The usual commercial purpose for sending a registered post card is to provide information
to recipients, and tomake sure they receive it. This might be legal notification, and indeed legal
firms do make more use of a r (generally) than other types of companies. Sometimes, there is
no commercial or legal value to the information, it's just a desire to ensure that the recipient
gets it. On the other hand, when registration was cheap (up until about the 1940s, it was rarely
more than double the single u pu rate), post card enthusiasts made excessive use of it. I don't
consider the latter form of registered post cards as proper postal history.

Post cards sent with a r had to be registered, so are scarce to rare (depending on period
and country of origin—I have never seen, nor do I expect to see, a uk example prior to 1950).
Disregarding the post card collectors' examples (some of which were sent with a r), the main
uses seem to be the same as for registered post cards, but with extra assurance that the card
was received.

Figure 5.1 illustrates a Bulgarian postcard with a number of features. First is the purple Bul-
garian a r label. Next is the message: written in the alphabet of Osmanlica (for Ottoman Turk-
ish), the language is actually Ladino (Judaeo-Spanish), the language of Spanish Jewry displaced
from Spain in 1492. In the nineteenth century, Bulgaria had a substantial Ladino-speaking
population, but now the numbers are below a few thousand. The message has not been fully
translated.
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Figure 5.2 shows a philatelic but interesting postcardwitha r fromone of the Sekula brothers
in Switzerland to a pre-World War I client, concerning a shipment of stamps probably seized
by the censors. Figure 5.3 is of a Jugoslavian post card with a r, sent by an American who was
convicted post-War of treason ([h3]). (Although he was a journalist, he couldn't spell breeze.)

Figure 5.4 shows a postcard with a r sent from Sweden by Danish Jewish refugees to relatives
in Theresienstadt concentration camp.
a r stamps
A few jurisdictions used a r stamps to pay the a r fee (either on the form or the registered
envelope; I have never seen one used on an a r card, in part because the use of a r stamps after
1925 seems to have been confined to Panama). Table 5.6 (taken from [H; tables iv–1 & –2]) lists
countries which issued a r stamps, and the next table lists Colombian states that issued them.

A part sheet of a r stamps from the Colombian department of Antioquia is shown in Figure
5.6. A rare Montenegran use is illustrated in Figure 5.7 (Montenegran a r stamps were remain-
dered and sold by the hundreds of thousands to raise revenue, but there are hardly any proper
uses known on cover). Four covers with Panama a r stamps (both as a Colombian state, and
as an independent country) appear in Figures 5.8–5.11, including a late one (1924). Figure 5.12
illustrates a Colombian a r stamp.

Chile issued just one a r stamp (Figure 5.13). The rule in Chile was not to postmark the
stamp—so it is a problem to decide if it belongs. In the illustrated cover, there was an ac-
cidental tying by the Iquique handstamp (lower right), and possibly by something else.

5.5 Registration and AR stamps
Country registration a r

Canada 1875–1893

Chile 1894

Colombia 1865–1920 1894–1904

Dominican Republic 1935

Ecuador 1899

Liberia 1894

Montenegro (1) 1895–1913

New South Wales (Aus) 1856–1863

Panama (2) 1897–1917 1897–1917

Queensland (Aus) 1861

Salvador 1897 1897

United States 1911–1913

Venezuela 1899–1900

Victoria (Aus) 1854

Colombian States: (3)

Antioquia 1896–1902 1902

Bolivar 1903–1904 1903–1904

Cundinamarca 1883–1904

Medellin 1904

Tumaco 1901

(1) Remaindered by the millions; used on cover are extremely rare.
(2) Panama was a Colombian department, until it was “liberated”
by the u s in 1903, in order to build the canal.
(3) Are any of these known used on cover?

The champion for producing a r stamps was Colombia—they were also issued by a number of
states, and these also issued official a r stamps (for use by government offices only).

Although a r stamps are not difficult to find (especially forMontenegro), finding them prop-
erly used on an a r form or cover is extremely difficult. I do not even know whether such
examples are known for any of Colombia's states, nor for Salvador or Ecuador.
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5.6 Colombian state Antioquia a r stamp
A few of Colombia's states issued both registration and a r stamps, but I've never seen one used properly
on cover. Mint and cancelled to order are available. Here is an example from Antioquia.
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5.7 Montenegro a r stamp properly used a r to Germany (1900)
Although Montenegro issued a plethora of a r stamps (for sale to philatelists), very few are seen properly
used. A R appear in the upper corners of the stamp. Rated 10 Soldi for each of registration and a r, and
triple u pu at 10 S for the first weight plus 5 S each additional.

Addressed to the publishers of the Alamanach de Gotha (the snob-book for royalty), whose offices were
deservedly destroyed by the Russians in World War ii.

5.8 Panama a r stamp used to u s (1896; Treaty of Vienna period)
At this time, Panama was under the dominion of Colombia; the Colombian a r stamp was overprinted
COLON for use in Panama. Pays 5 centavos a r fee; Colombian registration etiquette (here denominated,
hence a registration stamp) pays 10 cvo registration fee; and 10 u p u rate. Unfortunately only a front.
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5.9 Panama a r stamp used to u s; rates doubled (8 April 1902)
Now in the Treaty of Washington period. Still a Colombian dominion; rates were doubled sometime in
March–April 1902; this is the earliest reported a r cover in the doubled rate period. Unfortunately (also)
only a front.

Postage due a r
With one exception, postage due a rmaterial is very unusual. The exception is the customs fee
on incoming parcels to the u s, which is common. Otherwise, merely postage due registered is
difficult to find, internationally. Ordinarily, registered matter is taken to the post office to be
weighed and franked, and there should be no deficiency. However, various things can happen.
• An extra service, such as poste restante (general delivery) is tacked on at the destination (not
all countries charged for this service, but most Commonwealth countries did—Canada was
an exception).

• Occasionally, the item was dropped in the mail box, marked registered (and a r), without
the proper postage. Many countries had regulations saying insufficiently prepaid mail in-
tending to be registered should be returned to sender, but very often (as in the case of the
u s), this was ignored, and the letter was sent on with postage due charged. Some countries
(e.g., Canada) had a special regulation that postage due registered mail was charged single
deficiency (not double) from about 1935. In uk and some Commonwealth countries, merely
dropping a letter intended to be registered in the mail box, was by itself subject to a Postage
out of course (pooc) fee, even if the postage was totally prepaid.

• Fully prepaid registered mail that was forwarded could be charged the difference (single de-
ficiency) between the postage paid and the postage that would have been required to the
forwarded destination. For example, domestic registered a r letter, forwarded abroad was
charged the difference between the regular postage to the ultimate destination and the do-
mestic rate, plus the difference between domestic and international a r fees. Since some
countries had treaties that postage between them was equal to the domestic rate, this could
also occur with letters initially addressed abroad.
Interestingly, the u s had a special rule saying that no additional postage was to be collected
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5.10 After independence, Panama a r stamp used to uk (1905)
Liberated from Colombia by u s (1903) in order to build the eponymous canal; rates reverted to previous,
10¢ for each of registration (paid by denominated etiquette), and u pu fees, and 5¢ a r fee.

5.11 Panama a r stamp to Washington and forwarded to France (1924)
The 21⁄2 centesimo stamp has been overprinted A. R.; this was used for decades. Rated 5 cmo registration
fee, 21⁄2 cmo a r fee, and 2 cmo p a u s rate to u s; the u s did not charge the difference between the u pu rate
to France (5 cmo = 25 Swiss centimes) and the p a u s rate, so there was no postage due.
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5.12 Colombia a r stamp used to France (November 1898; late Treaty of Vienna period)
Colombia's second a r stamp, issued 1894 (the next one was issued 1902). Pays 5 centavos a r fee; registra-
tion etiquette (here denominated, hence a registration stamp) pays 10 cvo registration fee; and 10 u p u rate.

5.13 Chile a r stamp used to Scotland (1895; Treaty of Vienna period)
Chile's only a r stamp (much more frequently seen is the a r etiquette, in use for decades), issued 1894.
Chilean post offices were required not to cancel or datestamp the a r stamp, which makes it difficult to
decide if the stamp belongs. In this case, it was accidently tied by the Iquique dater. Pays 5 centavos a r fee;
registration 10 cvo; supplemented u pu rate was 10 cvo (50 ctm) first 15 g, 5 cvo each additional (double—or
the a r stamp was not creditted).

on domestic registered letters that were forwarded outside the country, so this type of example
does not occur for registered letters of u s-origin. However, there are a few such covers which
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5.14 u s to China, poste restante fee charged (1940)
Rated 15¢ registration, 5¢ a r, & 5¢ u p u rate to China. Chinese poste restante fee 5¢ (of cnc$) paid with
stamp. Likely addressed to Jewish refugee.

5.15 Domestic Canadian a r forwarded to Turkey, charged postage due (1925)
Montreal drop letter, forwarded to Constantinople. Registration 10¢ and drop letter rate 2¢ (for Canada,
the a r fee was paid on the a r card). Forwarded to Galata (a suburb of Constantinople), requiring 10¢
u p u rate, so shortpaid 8¢, or 40 Swiss centimes; this was mistakenly doubled (postage due resulting from
forwarding is single deficiency) to 80 centimes.
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5.16 Mexico to u s, stamps not recognized; charged postage due (April 1914)
Sonora–u s during the Mexican civil war. Rated 10 centavos registration, 10 cvo a r, and 5 cvo to u s. In u s,
charged 14¢, made up from 10¢ registration and double deficiency 2¢ from Mexico (a r was free in the u s
at this time). During the civil war, factions issued (and stole) stamps. For a short period, the u s refused to
recognize any Mexican stamps as valid.

5.17 Shortpaid u s to Malta (1923)
Seattle to Valetta; u s formula Return receipt requested and RECEIPT DEMANDED for a r. Should have been
franked 10¢ registration and 5¢u p u (in this period, a r was free option on registered mail from the u s);
shortpaid 3¢. Has handstamp NY T 30 (centimes) due. On reverse, standard purple Please advise your corre-
spondent . . . handstamp.
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were charged, likely due to clerical error.
• Following up the last comment, initial clerical error, caught en route, or at destination (this
would be rare) is a possibility, This is the last resort of a postal historian. This could happen (I
have domestic Canadian examples) when a firm brings a quantity of material to be registered,
a r'd, etc, and not all of the items are properly franked (in my Canadian example, an a r card
itself was missing the proper franking, and charged single deficiency.

Registered non-first class mail with a r
Printed matter, commercial papers (practically the same, except the latter permits some hand-
writing, such as signatures), parcel post (in some jurisdictions—in others, it cannot be regis-
tered) all come to mind. Examples with a r do not.
Non-registered mail with a r
In some countries (at various times), fourth class (parcels) could be sent with a r, without being
registered (for example, this was possible in the u s from 1913 for domestic mail and between
the wars to some countries, provided the parcel was insured). This was covered by bilateral
and multilateral treaties. An example was illustrated in Figure 3.17).

5.18 Mexico printed matter a r to Rome (1903)
Printed matter (Impresos) sent registered is difficult to find; all the more so, sent with a r. Rated 10 centavos
registration, 5 cvos a r fee, and double 2 cvos u pu printed matter. At Puebla, a domestic registration eti-
quette (indicated by the C at the right) was applied; on reverse is an international registration etiquette,
applied at Mexico city.

Canada and Japan had a treaty beginning in the 1920s allowing for a r on parcel post between
the two countries (even though Canada did not permit this on domestic parcel post). I do not
expect to find any artefacts of this particular treaty.

Parcels mailed internationally were often (but not always) sent with a despatch note (bulletin
d'expédition; usually called parcel card in English). (Parcels between u s, uk, and Canada did not
have them.) So we might expect to see a few such marked a r, and some are illustrated here. For
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5.19 Non-registered valeur déclarée Swiss a r parcel card to Warsaw (June 1944)
It is surprisingly difficult to find Swiss a r material. After the Warsaw ghetto uprising, but before the
Warsaw uprising. Postage of 2.85 Francs, made up of 2.15 Fr for 1.4 kg, 30 ctm insurance on declared value
of 39 Fr, and 40 ctm a r fee.

The Basel 17 postmark on reverse was reserved for mail sent to or via Germany. No examples had been
seen previously. Revision applied in Germany after inspection. There is a General Government customs
sticker with charges amounting to 7 Zlotys.

some countries (such as u s, Canada, and to a lesser extent uk), originating parcel cards are so
rarely seen that finding one marked a r would be miraculous. Sometimes the a r card remains
attached to the parcel card, resulting in a double card.

Wreck a r mail
Notwrecked a r, this refers to a rmaterial recovered from a wreck. Registered wreck material by
itself is difficult to find, but a r is extremely rare. There are a few examples illustrated in [gh].
The cover in Figure 5.21 was from a steamer torpedoed off Ireland. The letter it enclosed (see
the u s exhibit for more details) refers to a relatively new drug being investigated. The letter
writer shortly thereafter moved to Australia, where he had a distinguished career. Another
wreck a r cover, also from the first world war, appears in Figure 5.22.
Elaborations of a r
These include after-the-fact (or subsequent), return by air, and duplicate, as discussed in the
introduction. These cannot be represented by covers, but they have been discussed in the
relevant sections on a r forms and cards.
After-the-fact a r refers to the possibility of sending an a r form (or later, card) out after the
registered letter had been mailed. This was explicitly authorized in the Treaty of Washington
(effective from 1 January 1899). For all jurisdictions for which I could find the rates, there
was no additional fee above the usual a r fee for this service, although this changed, perhaps
around 1921. Some countries did not distinguish between this and réclamation, the latter being
inquiry on the fate of a registered (or other) letter.
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5.20 German parcel card with a r card; a r to Finland ( 1926)
Lauban to Helsinki, non-registered packet. Ms Avis de Réception (in the Valeur Déclarée line—not insured).
All rates are taken care of by the Gebühr bezahlt handstamp. The attached a r card is shown below. Paper
clip rust matches that on card below, as does the packet number (not a registration number), 837.

5.20a a r card attached to the parcel card above
Properly signed. No stamps applied, as the a r fee payment was covered by Gebühr bezahlt.
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5.21 u s–England wreck a r cover (1917)
The ssNorwegian (steamer owned by Leyland&Co) was torpedoed off the Irish coast on 13 March 1917.
It was beached in shallow water, and fisherman salvaged the mails for months. DAMAGED BY SEA WATER
applied at Liverpool, as was the official seal on reverse. Had the stamps not floated off, the franking would
have been 10¢ registration and 2¢ treaty rate to UK.

5.22 Cairo to London wreck a r cover (1918)
Egyptian AVIS DE RECEPTION, and purple boxed outline A.R. The two remaining stamps have been put back
in the wrong places, if they belong at all. London purple boxed DAMAGED BY IMMERSION IN SEA WATER.
What little is left of the back has been water-damaged, so there are no backstamps. One of five reported
international pre-1950 a r wreck (worldwide).

Most likely carried on the British ship Kingstonian (Leyland & Co), torpedoed by German sub u-68 on
18 April 1918 in the Mediterranean, en route from from Alexandria to Marseilles; towed to Sardinia, it was
torpedoed again 29 April and sank.
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Return by air From some time in the 1930s, a r cards (or very rarely forms, or covering envelopes)
could be returned by air, for an extra fee. Most jurisdictions required the registered letter to
be sent by air as a prerequisite for this service, but there will be no indication on the cover.
Duplicate Duplicate a r cards (or rarely forms) arose when the original was not returned after
a reasonable amount of time, at the request of the sender. There was no additional fee. In this
case, the duplicate card was prepared at the office of origin, or at least in the country of origin.

They could also arise if the form or card that should have been attached was missing or
damaged; then the destination office was required to prepare a replacement form. Originally, I
distinguished between duplicate and replacement, but now I think they are really aspects of the
same service.
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6 Inquiry on the fate of a registered letter

R
éclamation (inquiry) is the service of providing information about the delivery (or
non-delivery) of a letter, usually registered. It may be viewed as an extreme after-the-
fact a r service, and indeed uk and Denmark (and probably other countries) used the

same forms and fees (at least for a while). An appropriate form is prepared at the office of origin
and the form is sent along the same route that the original is supposed to have followed. The
postmasters who handled the registered letter are supposed to indicate on the form when the
letter was received and despatched, and then send the form to the next office en route. These
forms are big, often double foolscap size.

If the letter had been properly delivered, the destination office would so indicate on the
form, and the latter would be returned to the office of origin, and eventually to the sender. If
the item was to have been returned to sender, this would be indicated on the form, and the
form would be follow the route of the returned letter. If the letter were lost along the way, it
should have been possible to determine where.

In the pre-gpu/upu period, it was possible to enquire about a (not necessarily registered)
letter; shown in Figures 6.1 & 1a are front and interior of an 1847 official letter from the UK to
New Brunswick, confirming that a letter letter about which the recipient inquired (alluded to in
your application . . . ) had been delivered.

The title of this section is a loose translation of what appears on domestic French a r forms
(Figure 1.5, there used internationally.)

Figure 6.2 shows a 1913 Norwegian réclamation form. Like most others, it is quite large:
21.3 cm× 36.45 cm. It was intended to be sent in a covering envelope, with no postal charges;
the stamp pays the réclamation fee. Other Scandinavian réclamation forms have been illus-
trated in the literature, e.g., [h1; pp 131 & 152] (1899 and 1900).

A Finnish réclamation form was prepared 27 March 1925 for a registered letter to Mombasa
(Kenya) mailed 29 April 1924—almost a year earlier (Figure 6.7). It is marked (in red crayon)
Duplicat—meaning this was the second (or later) form sent out for the registered letter, but I
could not make out a reference to an earlier date for an earlier réclamation form. The next day,
the Turku (Åbo) postmaster confirmed that the registered letter had been despatched to the
Swedish office of Trelleborg-Sassnitz.

The following day, the postmaster there declared that it had been entered on the list of
registered and insured items (top of reverse of form, Figure 6.7a). And finally, we obtain the
definitive response from Berlin: the letter was not received there. (The definitive response section,
which always appears at the bottom on the reverse of these forms, was to be filled out either
by the destination office, or by the intermediate office which could not prove that the letter
was transmitted to the next office.) The form was then returned to Helsinki, as requested by
the pink handstamp on the front.

The réclamation form illustrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.8a tells an interesting story of a letter
that was lost. The form was prepared in St Gallen (Switzerland) on 2 June 1918, for a registered
letter mailed on 17 November of the previous year, addressed to Stockholm. But there is more:
at top is the inscription Duplicata 1ière réclamation le 4 avril 1918. This form is also a duplicate,
that is, there was an earlier réclamation form sent out on that date. Evidently, it did not return
by June, so this second form was sent out.

The bottom of the front (still in Figure 6.7) shows the letter was mailed from St Gallen to
Zürich, and then from Zürich to Basel, and the bottom part are the remarks of the Basel post-
master, declaring the letter was sent from the Swiss exchange office at Basel to Stockholm on
19 November. The top of the reverse (for intermediate offices) was not filled in, but the bottom
of the reverse, for the destination office, was—according to the Swedish clerk, the registered
letter did not reach Stockholm. Whatever caused the letter to be lost may also have caused the
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6.1 Official letter, uk to New Brunswick, confirming delivery (1847)
An early uk form letter indicating delivery of a letter. on From the GPO (London), free franked by L Bidwell
toMiramichi (New Brunswick) via Chatham andDorchester. Primarily intended for domesticmail. Bidwell
to Miramichi (New Brunswick) via Chatham and Dorchester. Some idiot has used yellowed tape to repair
it, and I haven't had time to remove it properly.

first réclamation form to be similarly mislaid.
Needless to say, duplicate réclamation forms are very difficult to find.
Now we have a quite unusual combination of réclamation with a r. Figures 6.9a & 6.9 show

two 1900 Württemberg a r (Rückschein) forms for the same registered letter, and the reverse
of the later (right) one. The later one is also endorsed réclamation de l'avis de réception, and on
its reverse, the u s acting fourth assistant postmaster general (afapmg) has confirmed that the
letter was delivered. This is quite complicated and requires some explanation.

A registered letter was mailed fromHall (Württemberg) to ElisabethWeller 15 January 1900,
and attached to it was the a r form on the left of Figure 6.9. It was signed by the recipient (and
also signed by a representative of the postmaster, although this was unnecessary), indicating
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6.2 Danish réclamation form for a registered letter to Kiel (9 April 1900)
From Copenhagen via Scotland; foolscap size. Original letter mailed 31March 1900; letter was still in Burnt
Island (Scotland) as of 27April. The routing is shown on reverse (next illustration). The fee for this service
was 20 øre (regular a r service cost 8 øre). One of two Danish réclamation forms known prior to 1905.
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6.2a Reverse of Danish réclamation form (1900)
According to the endorsations, the registered letter was passed through Hamburg 2 April; then London
on 3 April (dated 23 April); and Edinburgh 4 April (dated 25 April, and finally reached Burnt Island.
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6.3 Norway Efterspørgsel (réclamation) form for a registered letter to California (1913)
From Haugesund via Bergen–Newcastle (uk) and New York; foolscap size. The original letter (sent with
valeur déclarée—indemnity—of 400Krøner) was mailed on 2 April 1913; the formwas mailed on 18October,
arriving in New York 3 November. The New York postmaster very likely mailed out a separate (domestic?)
form to the destination office, and ascertained that the item had been delivered on 19 April.

On reverse is space for post offices en route fill in the dates of receipt and despatch to the next office,
here unnecessary. The 20 øre stamp pays the Norwegian réclamation fee. This would have been sent
through the mail at no charge, in a covering envelope. Date of printing is 1905, showing how little used
this service was.
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6.4 u s réclamation form for a registered letter to uk (20 March 1914)
Folded under. The postmaster at Kingston on Thames (London) indicating that the registered package
(with an incredible declared value of $100,000) had been delivered 8 January. On reverse are the remarks
of the clerks of the offices through which it passed.
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6.5 Greek réclamation form for a registered letter to u s (16 December 1935)
From Athens to Riverside (California). The office of the chief post office inspector noting that the item was
delivered 21 June 1935 (it had been mailed on 3 June). Rated 12Drachma (the a r fee was 8Drachma). The
purple u s handstamp (upper right) reads This correspondence was received/JAN 13 1936 /Chicago, Ill.
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6.6 Modern Swiss réclamation form for a registered item to Italy (1985)
Just to show a relatively recent one. The package contained postage stamps.
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6.7 Finland duplicate réclamation for letter to Kenya (1924)
Foolscap size, with Duplicat. Remarks by the postmasters at Wiborg and Turku (in Swedish, Åbo) on this
side. The réclamation fee of 4Markaa paid with stamps. There is an additional datestamp of 28 December
1925 (six months after the form was returned from Berlin), which might have been a result of the claim
presumably made by the sender.
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6.7a Reverse of form in Figure 6.7
With remarks by the postmaster at Trelleborg-Sassnitz (Sweden); the registered letter was despatched to
Berlin on 1May, just two days after mailing, and the definitive comment from Berlin, that it did not arrive.
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6.8 Swiss duplicate réclamation for letter to Sweden (1917)
Foolscap size, with Duplicata at top, and a reference to an earlier, first réclamation form having been sent
out: 1ière reclamation No 66 le 4 avril 1918. With remarks by the postmasters at St Gallen, Zürich, and Basel
at bottom. The 25 centimes réclamation fee paid by stamp.
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6.8a Bottom of reverse of form in Figure 6.8
Stamped and signed at the inquiry section of the Stockholm post office; the letter did not reach Stockholm.

6.9a Reverse of right form in Figure 6.9
With shipping details from the port of despatch, Bremen, and the declaration by the AFAPMG. Image is
cut in two for viewing.

delivery on 2 February. The right a r form, endorsed réclamation de l'avis de réception, refers to
the same letter (registration number 644, mailed 15 January, to the same addressee), and was
sent out in early May, possibly in late April. It was again signed by the recipient, apparently
on 7 August.

On reverse of the second a r form is a German post office form indicating how the letter was
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6.9 Two Württemberg a r forms for the same letter to Buffalo (1900)
At left is the form accompanying the registered letter; signed by recipient, but not delivered for months,
resulting in the second form, marked Réclamation de l'avis de réception. The reverse of the later form is on the
previous page.

to have been sent, dated 5 May at Bremen. There is a purple oval datestamp of 17 May applied
by the office of the the chief PO inspector inWashington. Finally, on the bottom of the reverse
is the declaration by the afapmg, confirming the letter was received on 2 February.

What seems to have happened is that although the first a r form was properly signed, it
was delayed; there is an endorsement in German (upper left) dated 21 April, suggesting that it
may have arrived on that inexplicably late date. This is still well before the German inquiry
process began (5 May), which is difficult to explain; perhaps the sender was not aware that the
form referred to the letter in question, and instituted an inquiry. It took several months after
it arrived in Washington before it could be signed by the recipient (again), 17 May–7 August,
and an additional 18 days to return to Washington, whence it was sent to Germany.

This may be viewed in two similar but different ways. The a r form was believed not to have
been returned, so a second (sometimes called a replacement a r form, and extremely rare) was
prepared. Or it could be regarded as a real réclamation using the second a r form to serve the
former purpose; the comments by the afapmg referring to the date of delivery of the registered
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letter (but not of the first a r form) support this interpretation.
In a few postal administrations, after-the-fact a r and réclamation were practically equiv-

alent—for example, all twentieth century UK a r forms (both domestic and international)
known tome have a lot of extra paragraphs, intended to be filled in by the intermediate and des-
tination offices if necessary, allowing them to be used as réclamation forms [h2]. Denmark may
also have simply viewed the services interchangeably (but in reverse—with réclamation forms
potentially used as a r) [h1, p 129] (comments by Henrik Mouritsen). After-the-fact a r service
was mandated by the u pu beginning 1 January 1899. A 1913 internationalu s réclamation form
is recorded in [h1, p 151], but I know of no pre-1925 after-the-fact international a r forms from
the u s, even though both services were free until that year.

Other artefacts of réclamation

6.10 Germany to Finland réclamation covering envelope (1923)
Frankfurt to Helsinki.

6.11 China to France réclamation covering envelope (1924)
From Peiping (Beijing) to Paris.
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6.12 Greece to Switzerland réclamation covering envelope (1953)
Athens to Bellinzone (Bellinzona); on defaced stationery.

Shown in Figures 6.10–6.12 are official envelopes mailed post office to post office, not requiring
postage, and marked réclamation; presumably these would have enclosed the réclamation forms.
Both were sent as registered letters (most countries had ceased registering returned a r forms
by 1920).
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7 Avis de paiement

T
his is (perhaps was is more accurate) a rarely used service concerning postal money or-
ders. Between many pairs of countries, a postal money order was obtained by going to
the post office, paying the amount of the money order and the fees, and then the post

office of the original country would send (by mail, no postage charged) to the destination post
office, a money order advice, notifying the destination post office.

7.1 Avis de paiement form; between Austrian offices in Turkey (1906)
From Constantinople (30 March) to Smyrna (8 April), and returned to Constantinople (10 April), properly
signed. Seemingly, fee paid in cash. Returned under cover.

7.2 Front and back of fragment of Chinese avis de paiement card (1925)
Presumably a de p cards were introduced at the same time as a r cards (ca 1921). For a money order cashed
at Copenhagen. The 10¢ stamp is conveniently struck with an avis de paiement straightline, the only one
I've seen.
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7.4 Avis de paiement form, uk–India; British form; money order issued in India (1910)
Properly signed at Southampton-Row (London).

In turn, the destination office which would inform the recipient. The recipient could call at
the post office, and collect payment.

If the sender opted for avis de paiement service (which required an additional fee, typically
equal to the a r fee), then upon payment to the recipient, the destination post officewould send
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7.5 India avis de paiement form, Singapore (1924)
For a money order issued in Singapore, paid on 28 May, the form arriving in Singapore 12 June.
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7.6 Avis de paiement form, Laurenço Marques–India (1919)
Properly signed at Sardhar (south India). Fee of 5 centavos, at a time when the a r fee was 71⁄2 cvo. Returned
under cover.

7.7 India avis de paiement card, Madras (1936)
For a money order issued in Singapore.
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7.8 British avis de paiement card, seemingly after-the-fact or replacement (1940)
The money order was issued at Hastings, Calcutta (India) on 16 February 1940; it was paid in London on
23March; the card was prepared at LONDON M.O.D. (money order department; faint datestamp lower right),
and postmarked at the London F.S. (foreign service) on 29 March, arriving 20April.
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7.9 France avis de réception/paiement card, for money order paid in Belgium (1932)
Most French a r forms and cards could also be used for a de p, but very few are. Here is an example;
RÉCEPTIONhas been struck through. Properly signed and handstamped in Brussels. Below is the sender's
receipt for this money order, with ms Avis de paiement.
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7.10 France avis de paiement form, for money order paid in Luxembourg (1927)
For a hundred franc money order. Could be used for either domestic or international service, and to be
returned in a covering envelope in the latter case. Very flimsy.

the clerk-signed avis de paiement form to the sender (again, postage free); this was a notification
that the money order had been paid, presumably to the right person. Some countries even had
special covering envelopes for the return of the avis de paiement form, and a few had handstamps.

The examples from British colonies all show the form or card being prepared in the office of
destination (that is, where the money was given over), whereas the other examples show the
reverse.

The forms became cards in the early 1920s, as was the case for a r forms. For some countries
(such as France and colonies), the a r card doubled as a possible avis de paiement card, although
it is extremely difficult to find them used for the latter purpose.

I haven't a clue when avis de paiement service began, although it might have originated pre-
cisely when international postal money orders became available. The domestic version of this
service was also available, at least in some countries. The original spelling was avis de payement.

This service is practically unknown to postal historians, andmaterial is (almost) nonexistent.
Part of the reason is that between for example, u s, Canada, and uk, postal money orders were
handled differently: money orders were sent by the sender directly to the recipient in the
regularmail (registered if the sender thought it worthwhile). Very likely, thiswas the procedure
between many other pairs of countries. It is not clear how avis de paiement service could then
be arranged.

Figure 7.1 shows an early Austrian form, between two offices in the Ottoman Empire. Figure
7.2 shows a fragment of a Chinese avis de paiement card, with a straightline cancel. Figures 7.4
and 7.5 show avis de paiement forms of uk and India. Figure 7.6 illustrates a flimsy Portuguese
colonial avis de paiement form (1919). Figures 7.7 and 7.8 shows avis de paiement cards from
uk and India.

Figure 7.9 shows an avis de paiement use (togetherwith the receipt) of a French a r card (with
avis de réception struck through). Slightly earlier (Figure 7.10) is a flimsy French avis de paiement
form (which could be used either domestically or internationally—if the former, returned as
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7.11 Unused Canadian avis de paiement form (1930s)
Folded letter sheet, resembling themuch earlier Canadiana r forms. No used Canadian examples are known
to me.
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7.12 Unused Canadian inquiry as to the payment of a money order (1945)
Bilingual (showing each side); to be enclosed in a covering envelope to be sent to the payee, and the response
returned to the remitter. No used examples are known to me.

a folded letter sheet, while if the latter, under cover.
Used Canadian avis de paiement forms are nonexistent as far as I am aware, but an unused

one is illustrated in Figure 7.11. This is followed (Figure 7.12) by an unused Canadian inquiry
as to the payment of a money order(!). Mexico even had a covering envelope for the return of
avis de paiement forms (Figure 7.13).
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7.13 Mexican covering envelope for an avis de paiement form (1912)
Some administrations even had covering envelopes prepared for the return of avis de paiement forms!

Colophon

T
his document and all the exhibit sections were prepared in (plain) TEX, an incredibly
versatile typesetting language (mostly used in scientific publications, especially mathe-
matics and physics). The font family is itcElysium, with companion font Prague for the

large caps that appear in the drop caps (as in the big T to the left) and on the title page.
The biggest problem was trying to get the figures as close as possible to the relevant text

without leaving large white spaces (since in some chapters, there is relatively little text, but a
lot of pictures). I didn't always succeed, even though I was flexible about adjusting the scale of
the figures.

Most of the scans were in colour at 400 dpi, although some were in grey scale, and at much
lower resolution (anomalies will be adjusted—eventually). Because of that, and my use of .eps
files, this document alone comes in at over two gigabytes. With Distiller, the file size is reduced
substantially; but if you're seeing this on-line, then it was probably distilled at low quality (in
order to reduce the file size to something that can be sent as an e-mail attachment). This is
too bad, because at high quality, the fine details in the figures can be magnified considerably.
Unfortunately, the resulting file cannot be sent by e-mail—a dvd is required to hold it.

I started to collect Canadian a r in the early 1980s as a result of a comment in Horace Harri-
son's 1971 book [h] on nineteenth century Canadian registration (not to be confused with the
generally poor book on Canadian registration published in 2002). He pointed out an a r post-
mark, and said it was rare. So I started looking for Canadian a r material, of which there was
not very much. With the advent of e-Bay, I branched out into worldwide a r, and eventually
restricted myself (mostly) to international use. In 2002, I wrote the book [h1] (presumably the
first book on worldwide a r), with which the reader will notice some similarities.

The vast majority of the material came from e-Bay, with an (expensive) few things bought
at public auctions and private sales. When I started on e-Bay (circa 1998), almost no one
recognized a r, so I picked up material for a song. Those days are past, especially for China
(Chinese a rmaterial is not particularly scarce, but it is becoming more and more expensive, as
there are far more collectors of Chinese postal history in general). On the other hand, u s a r
material is still cheap, and practically ubiquitous.

Colophon
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About the exhibits

W
hat follows are really generalized exhibits, covering a large number of entities. As is
clear, each jurisdiction treated a r service in its own way. For example, u s handled
domestic and international quite differently (in terms of fees and forms/cards), and

required no additional fee for a r service on registered and insured matter until 1925; it was
correspondingly popular. On the other hand, Canada used the same forms/cards for both
domestic and international service, required a substantial fee, and the service was practically
unknown. Similarly, uk required proportionately higher fees, and the service was not well
subscribed, especially for international mail. It also had different treatment of international
and domestic a r service.

So to study a r in depth, we really have to treat each country separately, and that is what we
do, starting with u s, Canada, uk, China, and then entities for which I have far less material.
Except for the first four, I do not deal with domestic a r service. For some countries, such as
India, France, and Italy, the quantity of domestic a r material available is enormous, and the
domestic service is very complicated. These should be done by an expert in these areas.

Most of the exhibits consist of just a few pages (some, just one), because I simply have not
found more than a handful of items. For example, I have only two Fernando Pó items, both a r
covering envelopes, but conveniently bracketting the date at which they ceased to be returned
as registeredmatter; so I have just the one page for the Fernando Pó exhibit. Maldives is another
single page exhibit; I have just one a r cover and no other a r material.

The presentation of the exhibits is roughly that of an actual (concrete) exhibit. But I am not
bound by page lengths of 80 or 128, or even divisibility by 16. I also take some liberties that
would not be possible for real exhibits, e.g., some covers are slightly wider than the standard
page, so would have to be displayed vertically; it's simpler for me to shrink the image to fit the
page. (But I don't do this very often, because many of these pages will be used in real exhibits,
and I don't want to do too much additional work.) I also include more details than might be
appropriate for physical exhibits, and use coloured text (mainly for emphasis, sometimes just
for fun).

I have exhibited some of this material. Most recently, five-frame u s (both international and
domestic) obtained large vermeil internationally, as did a five-frame a r in the British Empire
(international a r only). Five-frame China a r (international and domestic) obtained vermeil
nationally, and long ago, a similar length Canada a r received gold nationally, but I don't know
how I managed to get five frames (I think I must have included a lot of incoming and modern
stuff). Almost as long ago, I exhibited a five-frame worldwide a r internationally, but it only
received vermeil. It became clear that a worldwide exhibit is probably not feasible (at least for
higher medals).

I prefer to deal with pre-1950 material, because things are a lot simpler. However, I make
exceptionswhen there is no choice, going right up to the 1990s; for example, one of the exhibits
will consist only of a commercial Palestine Authority a r cover to Israel (assuming I can locate
it in my office), in the period between the Norway Accords and the first entifada.

Most of the images were scanned at 400 dpi; unless inadequate sampling has taken place in
the creation of the .pdf, viewing at magnificationwill reveal a lot more detail. Canadian English
spelling is used throughout (so please do not complain about levelled or similar). All of this is
prepared using the typesetting language (plain) TEX (pronounced tek, although the X is actually
the uppercase Greek letter chi—lower case is χ).

I solicit images, write-ups, corrections, comments, to improve this. For example, I only have
a few Russian a r items; there must be a lot more. Please contact me at rochelle2@sympatico.ca
for details on how to send me images and text.

This is a first draft; there will be indices and other features that should be there, but I
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haven't had time to do them. Eventually, I will get around to pre-u pu a r (mostly for Austro-
Hungarian Empire, German states, and a few odds and ends).

List of exhibits, as of April 2019
(•) u s domestic
(•) u s international
(•) Canada, domestic and international
(•) uk, domestic and international
(•) China, domestic and international

Each of the following deal with international a r service only; except for the British Empire
exhibit, they are much shorter, and only qualify as mini- (or micro-) exhibits.
(•) Australia (including states) and New Zealand
(•) Rest of British Empire and Commonwealth
(•) Generalized Scandinavia (includes Estonia, Latvia, and Finland in addition to the usual ones;

I would have included Lithuania, if I had had any material)
(•) Portuguese colonies and Brazil
(•) France and colonies

In preparation

(•) Spain and colonies
(•) Netherlands and colonies
(•) Rest of western Europe
(•) Eastern Europe
(•) Rest of Asia
(•) Rest of Latin America

Future plans

(•) Pre-u puAustria-Hungary and territories, domestic and international (thiswill take awhile)
(•) Pre-u pu German states
(•) Pre-u pu rest of Europe
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